This column presents in pictorial form many of the more unusual radios, speakers, tubes, advertising, and other old radio-related items from our readers’ collections. The photos are meant to help increase awareness of what’s available in the radio collecting hobby. Send in any size photos from your collection. Photos must be sharp in detail, contain a single item, and preferably have a light-colored background. A short, descriptive paragraph MUST be included with each photo. Please note that receipt of photos is not acknowledged, publishing is not guaranteed, and photos are not returned.

Bretting model 14 – Manufactured in 1937. The frequency coverage is from 550 kc to 34 mc. It has 14 tubes and originally sold for $100. Rudy Gertz, Omaha, NE

Oceanic radio – Model name Surcouf. Made in France in 1956 with a complement of six tubes. Covers the AM and two shortwave bands. Donny Foster, Los Angeles, CA
RME model 70 – This communications receiver was made in 1938. It covers 550 kc to 32 mc and has 11 tubes. John Hal-liwell, Spokane, WA

Eico HF-50 Audio Amplifier – The power output from this mono block audio amplifier was 60 watts. Output tubes are 2 x EL34. Made in 1959. The HF-50 used a Chicago output transformer and the HF-60 used an Accrosound output transformer with an output of 60 watts. Karl Breen, Fargo, ND

...find out how by visiting us today at www.antiqueradio.com.